
1. Children find it difficult to concentrate on or pay attention to their studies in school. What 

are the reasons? How can we solve this problem? 教育类  
 
 
 
Under the influences of an increasing amount number of distractions and temptations in daily liveslife, 
children nowadays are experiencing difficulties  in concentrating on their academic lessons and 
studies in school.  From my perspective, this is mainly due to the irresistible appeals of computer 
games and teachers inflexible teaching styles, which and these cancould be effectively solved 
remedied by proper regulations and more adaptive teaching pedagogical practices.  
 
The most obvious and influential distractions would be computer games.  Of the most concern are the 
recent findings reported widely in the news media that playing sadistic computer games, for example, 
violent first-person shooters like Red Dead: Redemption, may desensitize children to  moderate 
stimulus stimuli from their lessons and distort their ability to distinguish real life from a simulation. 
The negative consequences for young students are would possibly lead to daydreams and a pervasive 
state of absent-mindedness state. To address this problem,  restrictions on impressionable children’s 
screen time  shouldtime should be implemented  in order to limit their daily exposure to the 
distractornegative influences. For instance, a specific time period for gameplay, e.g. two hours after 
dinner, could be identified permitted in their daily schedules, and, if exceeded, punishments might 
can be imposed by their parents or teachers.  
 
  
Moreover, Students’ student attentions might can also be diverted from their studies because of 
teachers’ unattractive teaching styles.  A single teaching method might not be suitable or effective for 
all students. For instance, if a teacher adopts only a student-centered education 
methodology/approach and insists on peer tutoring and group discussions, it is unlikely for students 
who prefer direct instill instruction and lectures will be ableof knowledge to concentrate fully in the 
class.  To conquer alleviate/remedy/curb this problem, schools should encourage more resilient 
teachers, and flexible and individualized teaching practices are required. By actively adaopting 
teaching styles to the personal study habits of students and varying the types of lessons taught on a 
regular basis,  the lessons content would will become more engaging and students will be able to 
focus more fullybe made more appealing for them.   
 
 
In conclusion,  gameplay the advent of gaming culture and unsuitable teaching styles are fundamental 
factors drawing children’s attention from their studies. Furthermore, they These hindrances to 
learning can be prevented mitigated by controlling screen time and a more personalized and varied 
teaching practice respectivelymethodology.   
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Task achievement: 7/8 
Cohesion/Coherence: 7 
Vocabulary: 7 
Grammar: 6/7 
8 7 7 6 = 7 
 
 
 
 
 

Comment [Dave1]: countable + number 
amount + uncountable 

Comment [Dave2]: noun phrase in general for 
everyone – daily life 

Comment [Dave3]: Children nowadays 
experience great difficulty in concentrating on their 
academic lessons due to the growing number of 
distractions and temptations in modern society. 
(you want to have your ideas at the end of the 
sentence and the topic at the beginning) 

Comment [Dave4]: general compound noun 

Comment [Dave5]: fancy word for teaching so 
you don’t teaching twice in one sentence 

Comment [Dave6]: just small grammar 
mistakes 

Comment [Dave7]: answer both questions 
directly 

Comment [Dave8]: pervasive / common 

Comment [Dave9]: impactful 

Comment [Dave10]: really high level – 
excellent example – no problems with vocabulary 
just little grammar mistakes 

Comment [Dave11]: needs an article – either a 
or the plural 

Comment [Dave12]: not a hypothetical 

Comment [Dave13]: modal verbs – be careful 
with your modals 

Comment [Dave14]: good structure for your 
paragraph 

Comment [Dave15]: good solution – clear and 
detailed 

Comment [Dave16]: instead of the possessive, 
just use the noun  / compound noun 

Comment [Dave17]: don’t have to be this weak 

Comment [Dave18]: instead of the possessive, 
compound noun 

Comment [Dave19]: good short and accurate – 
no grammar mistakes at all – include some short, 
100% correct sentences 

Comment [Dave20]: good example! 

Comment [Dave21]: a little more complex / 
nuanced  

Comment [Dave22]: just for the specific 
gameplay in one game 

Comment [Dave23]: monitoring / limiting 

Comment [Dave24]: clear answer to both 
questions 

Comment [Dave25]: band 8 if your ideas are 
more complex at the end of paragraph 3 


